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REEDOM MAY HAVE BEEN ATTACKED, BUT LIBERTY STANDS
AND WILL CONTINUE TO STAND IN THE LAND!
I, the Goddess of Liberty, stand for your opportunity to engage in the
free will choice of invoking the Light of God. Won’t you be seated as I
address the world and the Lightbearers thereon?
This very day, We have been tested upon the rock, the foundation
of the Freedom Flame of the United States. I say We, beloved, for We – the
Ascended Masters – stand with you in the earth whenever possible to hold
in abeyance any onslaught of energy, great or small, projected against your
lifestream. This is not our position relative to the people of the United
States alone, but to all of you who are the Freedom loving peoples throughout
the earth. Wherever you may live, there I stand for your Liberty to choose
to do the right and to become God-in-Action!
While a portion of New York City near the statue which serves as my
Focus has been shattered and reduced to rubble, I promise you, terrorism
has not shattered the Spiritual Focus of My Light that is ever present.
Understand, beloved, that even though there remains great chaos and
confusion, even though there has been great loss of life, there is also this
night a Great Release of Light. All is not lost! Do not indulge in a defeatist
attitude no matter how grave the battle may seem, or you may lose the
greatest battle of all! For this violence, as terrifying as it appears, is but one
skirmish upon the screen of life.
We hold very dear each and every Lifestream affected by this cataclysm.
Subjection to terrorism of any form has no place in the Path of ongoing
mastery for any of the Sons and Daughters of God.This event should not be
seen as a test arranged or allowed by us. Tests can be won and Initiations
passed through circumstances of far lesser gravity.
I speak now on behalf of the Karmic Board. Yes, we have known
that this buildup of negativity was looming. But, as with all cases involving
humanity’s free will, it is always unclear, up until the very last moment,
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exactly when, where or how such an eruption might occur. Despite all our
striving with you, the Sons and Daughters of God in the earth, it still rests
upon the collective free will decisions made each and every day by all
mankind to determine where and how the balance can or will be held.
The recent coming of God Harmony has mitigated a great amount of
loss relative to these attacks. The loss of life in transition has been great
indeed, temporarily interrupting the fulfillment of the Divine Plan for many
Lifestreams. Nonetheless, it doesn’t compare to the gravity of what might
have occurred had not God Harmony blanketed the earth with the radiance
of Harmony and the great pressure of Light from His Heart and from the
Great Central Sun. America would have experienced far greater loss without
His Light. Understand, beloved, that wherever possible, the Karmic Board
grants Dispensations of extraordinary amounts of Light to mitigate major
cataclysms which might occur in the land.
However, our Intercession does require that you, as stalwart Sons and
Daughters of God, maintaining the Flame on your Hearts and invoking the
Sacred Fire, must step forth with Chalices raised high and invoke that Flame.
True, there are those throughout the world who are also raising their torches
high, though they know it not. Many such unawakened devotees are still
awaiting conscious recognition of the Truth, which they already know in
their Hearts. They yet know not the fullness of the Devotions and spiritual
Disciplines, which they instinctively engage in to a limited degree.
At the appropriate future time, there will be opportunity for many of
these Lifestreams to arrive at a full, waking awareness of their God Reality.
We await the day when the added pressure of their application will
strengthen the collective effort of those of you already under the canopy of
this, the Ascended Masters’ outer Activity in the earth, The Temple of The
Presence.
We well understand how intensely the grave sense of loss and separation
from loved ones can impress itself upon the mental and emotional bodies
of everyone touched by this violent and sudden change. By extending the
Comfort Flame of the Holy Spirit, the Maha Chohan has released the fullness
of His Love this afternoon as you were engaged in giving the calls. His
instruction that you expand the Light in every call you make beyond your
personal space, and include those sleeping Lightbearers who know not how
to make the call, is an important part of the Work which you came to
accomplish.
Know that as a result of your invocations and decrees, many received
the immediate release of their sense of burden, finding instead the Light of
the Maha Chohan.They already know well His Radiation, if not His person,
for they know the Breath of Life.
PB
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Know, beloved, thatWe continue to stand vigilantly with all the Chohans
of the Rays, with Mighty Hercules and with all of Elohim, to hold the balance
against such terrorism whenever the Great Law will allow. We also
understand that a certain purging does occur before great releases of Light
into the earth can take place. This is not by our choice, beloved. It is an
impersonal action of Cosmic Law. It is part of the immutable Laws of cause
and effect governing all life everywhere. Nevertheless, our greatest
opportunity to mitigate such purging occurs when stalwart students of the
Light with upraised Chalices and Hearts of Fire diligently invoke the Light.
This affords the greatest and highest avenue of constructive change, through
the God Mastery of the Science of the Spoken Word.
Therefore, know well, beloved, that it is a momentous event indeed,
whenever a Lightbearer elects to join the ranks of the Torch Bearers of The
Temple. This order is not merely a social organization where students pop
in and out of decree services whenever they wish to have their four lower
bodies massaged by the Light. The Office of Torch Bearer signifies to the
Hierarchy your willingness to take on the constancy and responsibility to
uphold all that the Ascended Masters are standing for in the earth today –
not just gazing fondly backwards at the glory days of the past. It means
actively engaging in the Light day by day; becoming Our Light and then
keeping a listening ear to your own God Presence and forging that ultimate
Union with your Presence.
We speak sternly when events of this cataclysmic nature transpire in
the earth. Know well that We would have it otherwise if there were other
means open to us. I call your attention to this most critical, indispensable
assistance that depends entirely on you, our embodied students everywhere.
Therefore, it is incumbent on all the Lightbearers who know about the
Teachings of the Ascended Masters to galvanize themselves in a concerted
and united effort. Joining forces as Torch Bearers in support of our present
instrument for directly, reaching mankind – namely The Temple of The
Presence – you will enable our Great Light to flow in the greatest possible
measure into the earth.
With the passing of our former Messengers, many who call themselves
Ascended Master students, as well as their leadership, have assumed a rather
dogmatic air of superiority and short sightedness which has resulted in
unlawful bickering and consequent weakness in the internal affairs of those
Activities.Without exception, each former Activity has clung to the notion
that their Messengers were the last We would ever sponsor. Each in turn
has been grievously in error. It is time for those of you in previous Activities
to put aside your human opinions about what We the Ascended Masters
choose to do in our greaterWisdom.Your presumption is completely wrong
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and therefore the more tragic. Surrender your frail human opinions unto
your own God Presence, allow Us to decide and allow for our Light to
flow! For We, the Ascended Masters and most especially the Karmic Board
deem it is high time for all avowed Ascended Master Students to unite
under this Our Banner and invoke the Light of God as One Body in The
Temple!
Mark well! We know whereof we speak! For the hardened lines of
division and separation in the former Activities of the Ascended Masters
are not healthy in the land. Those in The Temple have repeatedly extended
the Olive Branch of reconciliation and it has been refused time and time
again! The Karmic Board will not countenance this ungodly spirit of
exclusivity and superiority any longer! Not if you consider yourselves Our
Disciples.
If our help is continually refused, there will be a dissolving of the ranks
of those Activities and they will be no more. For we desire that all our
students be galvanized to our Light when we release it for a Divine Purpose
and for the Salvation of the little ones who know not the gravity of
circumstance that surrounds them and who contently allow others to think
and decide these matters for them.
Know well, beloved, that should you continue to separate yourselves
from Our Activity – where We are active today, not in the past – that it is
only a matter of time until your own God Presence will choose to redirect
the Light and the energy of your Lifestream to deflect you out of harm’s
way. For you would be better off forging a personal Path than reinforcing
others who go out of their way to refute and deny Our Presence here. This
road leads only to further negativity.
We have long stood on the sidelines, not speaking a single word
calculated to confuse anyone, but allowing for the inner action of the Law
to come full circle and to bloom as the Christ Light of Illumination through
the Heart chakras of the old guard students with the dawning awareness of
the Ascended Masters Presence here. However, given the present planetary
conditions, this awakening is too long in coming. Instead, an entrenched
recalcitrance and a protracted drought of true Ascended Master Radiation
prevents that awakening from occurring in a timely fashion.
Therefore, I speak to those who are part of the I AM Activity – your
own Beloved Godfre left you a Legacy of Light, as did Beloved Lanello on
behalf of the blessed students of The Summit Lighthouse. Now is the time
for you to invoke that Light along with Our vanguard Ascended Master
Activity where we are fully engaged today. It is time for you to awaken to
the understanding of the indwelling Light that is to be released from this
very Altar.
PB
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With the coming of the Manu Yuga, understand that the Manus of the
various Root Races intend to focus a great magnitude of Cosmic Light and
Life to those Lifestreams who tie directly to their Hearts.This is the reason
for the great volume and intensity of Light when they approach the earth.
For the galvanizing Magnet of the Heart Flames tied to their Cosmic Hearts,
strengthens and shifts the planetary Currents which are also tied directly to
them. When the Manus are present for the formal Quarterly Conference
and in this Heart Center delivering their Instruction, know that throughout
the entire twelve day cycle, the release of Light will be great indeed, and
will require all the Lightbearers of the earth to hold a greater than ordinary
balance.
The Karmic Board is preparing the way. We have approved the
Dispensation for this coming release to occur at this time knowing that this
darkness, borne of the seed of terror, must be brought to the surface and
annihilated, and be no more. Understand, beloved, that for Peace to truly
reign in the land, We must have more conscious Disciples who will
understand that there is a right and a wrong approach to preventing such
destructivity from breaking through into the physical.
It is important that the Lightbearers accept their responsibility to invoke
the Blue Flame of Protection and to have that Light thrusting out constantly
to protect the land. Do not expect that all will be mitigated if you do not
invoke a sufficiency of Light necessary for each given hour.
We do not say that you should give the calls because you are superstitious
or fearful. Still, there must be the kindling of the Fires of your Hearts,
igniting with the Hearts of the Ascended Masters, the Angelic Kingdom
and the Cosmic Beings, and most especially reaching out to your own God
Presence and triggering the release the Light through your calls. As ever,
there is a right and a wrong way to give the calls.There are those who were
guided to give the calls with a strident, judgmental or fearful tension.
We say to all, “Put aside what you thought you knew and start over to
learn the Teachings of the Ascended Masters afresh. Learn the right spirit
and action when invoking the Light of God. Do not forever continue to
drift along old pathways simply because they are all you know. There is so
much more to discover.”We shall continue to refine and teach and reveal to
those of you who will listen a far greater understanding of Cosmic Law
than has ever been presented throughout the land.
Within New York City, there is much confusion, fear and trembling. It
is important for the Torch Bearers of The Temple giving their perpetual
Vigils to the Violet Flame – and those Lightbearers who desire to join with
them – to continue throughout the critical weeks and months ahead to
blanket this city and all America with your specific calls of the Violet Flame
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to consume all that has transpired. Otherwise the record of these tragic
events will linger in the astral plane as a magnet of fear radiating throughout
the earth. Inasmuch as the United States is the foremost exponent of
Freedom to the earth, that karmic record must be transmuted, be no more,
and quickly!
It is the responsibility of those who know how to invoke the Violet
Flame, to put that Flame to use, allowing for the Holy Angels of Zadkiel’s
Band to release more Violet Flame and stand guard over the riptides of fear
until it has been quieted in men, women and children whose emotional and
mental bodies continue to release discord onto the screen of life. It is not
enough to make your calls one day only, for such momentums of anxiety
and dread are continually requalified by the majority of individuals until
healing has occurred.
We continually stand guard over all the Lightbearers of earth, seeking
to provide for the immediate need of every hour for the greatest good and
the expansion of Light in the earth. We know what it is going to take to
bring in a Golden Age. One could say that this, Our Effort with you, is the
Great Experiment. Saint Germain has always been the Great Alchemist.
When He presented His Plan – not only to the Karmic Board, but also to
the Cosmic Councils – there were those Ascended Masters who did not
think it possible at present. But after closer examination to the Causal Bodies
of those Lightbearers already in embodiment, and those about to come
into embodiment in succeeding decades, it was determined that Saint
Germain’s Dispensation should roll forward with the speed of Light. For it
truly was possible. But possibilities and Opportunities require Constancy
and relentless Determination to make them manifest!
With the passing of time and the inevitable changing of the guard of
Messengers, our previous Activities in the earth have not accomplished all
that they could have. It is time to arrest the cycle necessitating new Activities
simply because the old organizations cannot or will not acknowledge the
next Messengers. Through the consciousness and avowed desire of these
our present Messengers, there has been woven into the very fabric of all
the Torch Bearers the joyous realization that this time, the Ascended Masters
Participation and Leadership in their own Activity shall be ongoing.
The Messengers have engendered a confident, mature Faith in the Torch
Bearers that Saint Germain will not fail to test, train and anoint Messengers
to serve this Activity in the future as He and We see fit. We are determined
that future generations of Lightbearers shall inherit this legacy of unbroken
continuity and the ability to build squarely on your present labors and
sacrifices! We have already established such a basis of understanding via the
legal framework of The Temple.
PB
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Know well, beloved that our plans for The Temple of The Presence
stretch all the way to the Golden Age. This is how far our present
Dispensation goes. Do not be shortsighted. Do not limit yourself, passing
out of embodiment, through the transition into the Higher Octaves of Light
only to discover, “Oh, I have made a mistake. I did not use wise discernment.
What was wrong? Why didn’t I sense the Vibration and Presence of the
Masters?”
There are many reasons why. First and foremost, wherever a rigid
mindset persists, it becomes a crystallized recalcitrance of the carnal mind
which stubbornly refuses to go into the Flame. In that circumstance no
amount of Light or any Ascended Master standing directly within inches of
your Lifestream will be able to witness to the Presence of the Light, because
that recalcitrant substance blocks the very opening of the Heart Flame which
would recognize that the Path one has adopted with such conviction is not
Truth.
It requires the still, small Voice, speaking within a Heart that is eager to
open to the fullness of God’s Truth; A Heart that not only allows for Light
to flow forth, but also for Light to enter in; A Heart borne of God’s own
Heart with sensitivity to the Higher Octaves of Light, not merely to outer
circumstances of the human condition. It is not enough to say, “I trusted
previous releases of Light and sensed the Masters before, why not now?”
That recalcitrant mindset overrides all else.
If you choose to hold dogmatically to certain erroneous beliefs, they
necessarily become the law of your being, tying into all manner of old karmic
records and accumulated momentums of past incarnations which do not
allow you to move past the same limited understanding. Many students of
the Ascended Masters who have been in the outer Activities since the release
of Saint Germain’s work though Godfre know well the operation of this
Law. But they still elect to allow their own intellect and ego to interpret for
them according to what they desire to be true.
THE ASCENDED MASTERS ARE ALIVE ANDWELL INTHE EARTH!
And I, the Goddess of Liberty stand to proclaim it! Not only am I focused
through my Statue in NewYork Harbor, but also I stand here tonight in the
upper atmosphere to release the Light of Liberty around the World! You
shall have the Liberty to make the right choices for your life because
ultimately what is right for your life is right for the planet and will help to
bring about the Golden Age!
The time and cycle for America to awaken and for all the Lightbearers
of earth to awaken to their own God Presence is now! I have spoken strongly
this night but I speak as the unanimous Voice of the entire Karmic Board,
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that the gravity of my message shall be mightily impressed upon the earth
and most especially on the consciousness of those Lightbearers whom we
are challenging to respond to our call.
Understand beloved, Our Compassion, Our Love and Our Vision which
are needed to mitigate this attack on Freedom, flow forth continually from
the Octaves of Light. You, as Christed Individuals, can and should hold a
great balance for the earth through your Invocations to the Light. Do not
think that the Masters can lawfully hold this balance alone — it requires
your daily calls.We respond to the call as it is sent forth from earth’s octave.
Absent that call, we may not lift a finger to interfere.
Mercy’s Flame goes forth when even one Lifestream calls for Mercy.
When you have hundreds and thousands of well-trained, advanced devotees
calling for Mercy’s Flame, you can only imagine the great lifting of that
burden and weight of darkness. KwanYin, the Goddess of Mercy has likewise
been close at hand and continues to release the Light from Her Heart to all
those who are calling for help, most especially those who are still yet to be
found in the wreckage.
We know how difficult it is to traverse all of time and space, gaining
mastery through each successive incarnation on earth. Therefore do not
lose sight of the Great Victory once you are finally able to grasp it. Hold
Victory in your gaze. Yes, eventually everyone’s Ascension will come.
However, for you personally in fact, in Truth, to win your Victory requires
that you remain steadfast in the Light. Do not procrastinate. Do not lose
momentum. Do not allow this incarnation to drift by, becoming yet another
compromised episode upon the akashic record of your Life.
Make this Lifetime the crowning achievement of great accomplishment
and mastery.You can be Victorious if you desire it above all else. However,
your Ascension must be the supreme desire, which summons the utmost
pressure of striving toward that Victory. No race was ever won by sitting on
the sidelines. Enter the race of your Christhood and race swiftly onward to
your Victory.
I thank you.
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